Golden Times for Our ECK Community

Renovation and Innovation

The community of ECK is international, interplanetary, interpsychic, and interspiritual.
—The Shariyat-Ki-Sugmad, Book Two

Temple Renovations

Over the last few months, ECKANKAR has been undergoing renovation on so many levels. Even physically!

The Golden Wisdom Temple in Chanhassen has a new roof, new walkways, and—at the request of Sri Harold—a redesigned, enlarged parking lot giving easier access to the Temple entrance for our visitors.

An Online Temple

There’s also the complete redesign of Eckankar.org (see insert)—a beautiful online counterpart to the outer Temple. This heartfelt invitation to explore the ECK path glows with the Mahanta’s love for the seeker.

ECK Seminar First

Then there was the groundbreaking online 2020 ECK Spiritual New Year Celebration. ECKANKAR’s first Soul Adventure Seminar! (See pages 4–5 for highlights.)

So what’s next?

One Major Seminar

Starting in 2021, there will be only one major ECK seminar a year. This will be the ECK Spiritual New Year Celebration each October. To be held in person whenever possible!

A Golden Connection

Also, ECKANKAR is renewing a focus on the vital role each local area plays as a living, breathing satellite of the Golden Wisdom Temple in Chanhassen.

This Means You!

Each ECK community around the world—no matter the size—is a reflection of the spiritual communities found within every Golden Wisdom Temple on every plane in the universes of God. International. Interplanetary. Interpsychic. Interspiritual.

Soul Adventure Innovations

Local areas can focus on ECK Soul Adventure events as a key way for seekers to discover the benefits of ECK and the ECK community. These events can be spiritual discussions, classes, workshops, seminars, meetups, etc.

To support this, ECKANKAR is releasing an ongoing engaging series of short PDF eBooklets. Each key in on a spiritual topic and features an article by Sri Harold, a spiritual exercise, a chela’s story, and Q&As from the Master. The eBooklets are in full color with beautiful images and can be printed out. These are perfect for in-person or online Vahana events. Find a link in the Members Area under Vahana Resources.

Just the Beginning

ECK Soul Adventure events, along with Sound of Soul events and ECK Light and Sound Services, are ways the Master’s love can reach those who are looking for that which never fails, never falters, never looks the other way.

Stay tuned. We will all be discovering how to offer the gift of HU in ever new ways.

These Are Our Golden Times!